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Take the road that ascends to the left of the Enoteca and follow it until you reach a
crossroads. Turn right and follow Strada Rabajà up the hill until you reach a cross-
roads at the top of the climb. Turn left here towards Neive and carry on straight ahead
for two kilometres. Once you get to the crossroads in Neive you can take a break and
visit the village. 
After the visit go back down the road you came up, following directions for Alba until
you reach the hamlet of Tre Stelle, near the public scales. Turn left here and after a
brief descent with a couple of curves turn right towards Borgata Ferrere. Follow this
road in ascent and you will arrive at Treiso. After a visit to this village go back
towards Tre Stelle, following the main road this time, by taking a left at the small
roundabout at the entrance to the village. Once you reach the end of the descent keep

to the right at the crossroads and turn left
after a few metres onto the small road that
goes down towards Valle della Stazione.
Carry on down into the valley and after
crossing the bridge over the railway tracks,
go up Strada della Stazione, which takes
you to the chiesetta di San Teobaldo
between the villages of Asili and Faset.
From here follow the road with fantastic
views that quickly takes you back to
Barbaresco.
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Information

- Length of the route: approximately 20 km

- Duration: 2 hours

- Starting point: Barbaresco

- Arrival point: Barbaresco

- Recommended season: spring, summer, autumn

- Difficulty: 2

The hills of Barbaresco offer breathtaking itineraries for those who want to
leave the car behind and strike out on bicycle. This route doesn’t require an
exceptional level of fitness but it does present several fairly demanding incli-
nes that should be taken into consideration. The view that you will enjoy on
this tour however, will quickly help you forget your tiredness.

The Barbaresco vil lages
(Barbaresco - Neive - Treiso - Barbaresco)
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